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Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 2 Hangar FAQ
by nintendos own

This walkthrough was originally written for Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 2 on the GBA, but the walkthrough is still
applicable to the PC version of the game.
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+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
| 1.                            Version History                                | 
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

-Version 1.0 
 ----------- 
Date: 30th September 2003 
Updates: FAQ Created. All goals done, cash done, and gaps done. Nothing really  
         left to do. 

-Version 1.01 
 ------------ 
Date: 22nd October 2003 
Updates: Legal Section. That's it. 

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
| 2.                                Goals                                      | 
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

Welcome to the walkthrough. This will tell you hw to complete every goal in the  



Hangar, and get all the cash. Since there is a srt of divide in this level, I  
will name the sections A and B. B is the section you start in. 

The goal difficulties are out of 5 compared to the LEVEL in general, not the  
game. That means that 5/5 is hard for this level, but in a later level, it might 
only be 2/5. 

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------¬ 

Goal: High Score - 10,000 
Cash: $100
Description: Get 10,000 points. 
Difficulty: 1/5 
How To: This is easy. Just do some good combos over the halfpipe, and you'll  
        have 10,000 points in no time. 

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------¬ 

Goal: Pro Score - 25,000 
Cash: $200
Description: Get 25,000 points. 
Difficulty: 2/5 
How To: This is basically the same as above. Utilise the rail going the whole  
        way around to get a good score. Also keep in mind the more you use a  
        trick, the less points you get. 

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------¬ 

Goal: Sick Score - 75,000 
Cash: $500
Description: Get 75,000 points. 
Difficulty: 4/5 
How To: Once again, you have to get a certain number of points. 75,000 is a  
        high score for beginners, but as yu get better at the game, it's a  
        breeze. Be sure to link all your tricks using manuals (press up, down)  
        to get high combos. 

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------¬ 

Goal: Collect S-K-A-T-E 
Cash: $150
Description: Collect each of the letters S, K, A, T, and E. 
Difficulty: 2/5 
How To: Here's where to find the letters... 
       S: Over the furthest left rail over the halfpipe. 
       K: From where you start, go straight ahead to the oppsite ramp. 
       A: Up the ramp on the plane. 
       T: Over the divide between the two areas. Get up high on the ramp. 
       E: At the very left end of the area. Grind the whole way around for an  
          easy route to it. 

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------¬ 

Goal: Barrel Hunt 
Cash: $150
Description: Find and knock over the 5 barrels. 
Difficulty: 1/5 
How To: All you have to do is skate into them. It culdn't be easier. Here are  
        the locations of the 5 barrels. 
       1. Go left from where you start.  



       2. When you jump over the halfpipe, it's there. 
       3. In the Halfpipe. 
       4. At the far left of A. 
       5. As you jump from B to A to get the 'T' in SKATE, you'll see it. 

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------¬ 

Goal: Collect 5 Pilot Wings 
Cash: $250
Description: Find the 5 Pilot Wings. Pretty much like the SKATE letters. 
Difficulty: 3/5 
How To: Here's where to find the Pilot Wings... 
       1. Over where you start. Jump from one ramp to the other to get it. 
       2. Jump over the right of the halfpipe. 
       3. At the left of B, just over the black rail. 
       4. Go up the ramp at the right of A. 
       5. Over the divide between A and B, at the opposite side to the 'T'. 

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------¬ 

Goal: Nosegrind Over the Pipe 
Cash: $150
Description: Do a Nosegrind on the rails going over the halfpipe. 
Difficulty: 1/5 
How To: It couldn't be any easier. Just grind across the halfpipe using a  
        nosegrind (up + A). 

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------¬ 

Goal: Hit 3 Hangtime Gaps 
Cash: $150
Description: Jump over 3 selected gaps. 
Difficulty: 4/5 
How To: To do this, you have to get over the selected gaps. it is advisable to 
        do a grab trick while doing it, as it give you more speed. So here are  
        the three gaps you have to jump... 

       1. This one is the easiest of the three. You will probably do this one  
          without meaning to. For this gap, you jump over the halfpipe in B. 
       2. This one might actually be easier...heh...for this one, all you have  
          to do is gpo up the ramp over the plane in B. It's easy. 
       3. The easiness of the other two is made up by the hardness of this. It's 
          *very* hard. For this gap, you have to jump over the gap in A with  
          the helicopter in the middle. Yu can't grind the helicopter. You have  
          to get straight over. You need a *lot* of speed for this, so keep  
          doing grab tricks until you think you have enough speed to get over.  
          Be persistent, and you will get it. 

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------¬ 

Goal: Find The Secret Tape 
Cash: $150
Description: Find the Secret Tape. 
Difficulty: 3/5 
How To: To get the secret tape, you must first get to the secret area. To get  
        there, grind on the fan at the right of the halpipe in B. The entrance  
        to the secret area is at the complete opposite end in A. You will see  
        an arrow flating above the ramp there. That is the entrance, although  
        sometimes it can be tricky to get in there. You have to time it so that  
        when you let go of B, you are jumping forward, not upward. 



        Once in, the secret tape is right above you. To get it, build up some  
        speed, and then jump frm the big ramp across to the smaller ramp. You  
        shuld get the tape in the process. 

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------¬ 

Goal: 100% Goals & Cash 
Cash: $200
Description: Complete all Goals, and collect all cash. 
Difficulty: 4/5 
How To: See all the Goal explanations above, and the Cash Locations below to  
        get this goal. 

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
| 3.                            Cash Locations                                 | 
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

 Amount: $50 
 Where: Jump over the divide between the two areas on the oppsite side to where  
        you got the 'T' for SKATE. 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 Amount: $50 
 Where: Do a wall grind at the right of the halfpipe in B. 

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 Amount: $50 
 Where: At the left of B, just over the black rail. 

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 Amount: $100 
 Where: At the bottom-left corner or A. Get up high on the ramp to get it. 

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 Amount: $50 
 Where: Over the the third hangtime gap (with the helicopter) [above]. 

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 Amount: $50 
 Where: Grind along the rail connecting the two ramps for the third hangtime  
        gap. 

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 Amount: $100 
 Where: In B, get high enough off the ramp (opposite where you start) using  
        grab tricks to get to the second railing. Grind along to the right  
        until you get the $100. 

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 Amount: $100 
 Where: Do the same as above, but this time in A. The railing is slightly  
        higher than last time, so you have to get *very high*. On the way down  
        would be a good opportunity to get the third hangtime gap. 



        Alternatively, grind from the above one and jump to this one. 

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
| 3.                                 Gaps                                      | 
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
Here is a list of the gaps in the Hangar: 

:: Air Gaps :: 
Wingtip Hangtime 
412 Hangtime 
Halfpipe Hangtime 
Air Over The Door 
Chopper Hp
Rollin Gap
Flyin' High 

:: Grind Gaps :: 
Rail Guided Missile 
Raildrop 
Bug Light Hopper 
Halfpipe Grind 
Props To Ya 
412 Grind 
Kamikaze Drop 
No Fly Zone 

:: Manual Gaps :: 
Instrument Landing 

:: Lip Gaps :: 
One Halfpipe Lip 
The Other Halfpipe 
High Steppin' 
Upwind Lip
Downwind Lip 
Windtunnel Back Wall 

:: Lines :: 
HP 2 Chopper Line 

:: Other Gaps :: 
Blown Away

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
| 4.                            In Finishing...                                | 
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

Total Goals: 10 
Total Cash From Goals: $2000 
Total Cash Notes: 8 
Total Of Cash Notes: $550 
Total Cash From Level: $2550 

Total Gaps: 24 
Dificulty: 1/5 

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
| 5.                              Legal Stuff                                  | 
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
This FAQ is (c) Gearóid Moroney 2003. You can not reproduce any part of this  



FAQ without my prior written consent. 
It can only be hosted exclusively on NeoSeeker.com 
Tony Hawk is (c) Tony Hawk ... heh... 
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